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An attractive feature of vertically stacked InAs/AlGaAs quantum dots~QDs!, which were buried in
AlGaAs high potential barrier and spacer epilayer and grown by molecular-beam epitaxy with
size-controlled growth, exhibits an unknown macroscopic quantum phenomenon~i.e., phase-change
splitting of the ground state!. In the vertically aligned QDs, due to many-body effect and
quantum-mechanical renormalization, the electron ground state splits into a series of peaks of which
the intensity gradually, systematically decreases to redshift direction with a wavelength constant. By
the way, energy levels of electrons and holes might really be ‘‘seen’’ by deep level transient
spectroscopy to which the photoluminescence experiment is in an excellent agreement. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1515365#
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In quantum dots~QDs! three-dimensional confinemen
of carriers leads to energy level discreteness to exhibit a
spectrum of phenomena including quantum confinement,
change splittings, Coulomb blockade, and multiexcit
transitions.1–4 Furthermore, artificial molecules can be rea
ized by stacking layers of self-assembled QDs,5,6 and in this
letter, the vertically coupling effect can be controlled
changing the spacer thickness and QD size. The coup
effect and many-body effect of the strongly localized ele
trons, to which the artificial molecules of the stacked Q
are adjacent to Si-doped GaAs layer to be able to obtain
abundant tunneling resonant electrons, lead to a quan
dephase splitting of the ground state energy level and to
hibition in a recombination behavior of the photoexcited c
riers. The vertically stacked QD systems not only get
abundance and readjustment spectrum within a large w
length range but also are strongly driven by applications
semiconductor devices, which should be advantageou
many respects. In our case, the quantum confinement o
vertically stacked QDs is different from the previous stud
to which the QDs are directly stacked without high poten
barrier and tunneling resonant electrons. Our vertica
stacked QDs are buried in AlGaAs spacer layers to exhib
quantum-mechanical renormalization behavior in the stac
QD electron ground state.

The size-controlled growth of the vertically stacked se
organization might improve the uniformity of the sel
assembled islands with a promising way. The five-period v
tically stacked samples with the size-controlled growth w
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy with solid sources of A
Ga, In, and As in a noncracking K cell.7 The structure of QD
samples consists of a 500 nm Si-doped GaAs buffer on
doped GaAs substrates, a 500 nm GaAs layer, a 15
Al0.5Ga0.5As barrier, five period vertically stacked InAs QD

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
snmocvd@public.cc.jl.cn
3590003-6951/2002/81(19)/3594/3/$19.00
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after 2 ML GaAs layer, a 50 nm Al0.5Ga0.5As barrier, and a
15 nm GaAs cap layer. From the morphology of the first a
fifth sheets and histograms of width and height of the d
shown in Fig. 1, the atomic force microscopy~AFM! data do
not show the difference between the first and the last
layers. It is reasonably believed that the vertically stack
QDs are well distributed, which can make the vertica
stacked InAs QDs exhibit the effects of the strong quant
confinement and coupling. Two kinds stacked QD samp
~i.e., the normal size dots and the small size dots! were
grown and exhibited the different quantum confinement a
coupling effects. The distributions of the normal and sm
size QDs are about 2.5 nm in height and about 25 nm wi
in size and about 2.531010 cm22 in density, and about,2.5
nm height and,20 nm width in size and,131010 cm22 in
density, respectively.

Photoluminescence~PL! measurement is performed in
closed-cycle He cryostat~20–300 K! using a 514.5 nm line

il:
FIG. 1. Surface morphology of the first sheet and the fifth sheet quan
dots by AFM and histograms of width and height of QDs, to which the w
distribution is shown.
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Ar1 laser as an excitation source. In Fig. 2, PL efficiency
the QDs is influenced by severe restrictions of phonon bo
neck and long relaxation lifetime of energy levels. At the lo
temperature the thermal population of electrons in the
crete energy states can be neglected.8 Due to the coupling
effect of the vertically aligned QD InAs islands, the stro
many-body interaction gives rise to the renormalization
the dot energy levels and domination by the lowest-kine
energy configuration. Further, the quantum mechanically
herent wave coupled from the special electrons, wh
strongly is localized on the individual dots, is delocaliz
over the stacked QD molecule. The many-body interact
which added the abundant resonant tunneling carriers
lead to quantum dephase resulting in a splitting breakdo
of the electron conduction ground states. In our theoret
calculation, the captured number of every vertically stack
QD molecular in HFET memory device is about 3 or 46

which means every dot of the vertically stacked QDs c
capture only 3/5 or 4/5 electron. If the abundant reson
tunneling electrons are not provided, the electrons of
many-body interaction are too small to lead the pha
change splitting. In Fig. 2, the ground state transition is
served in four chief peaks with about 43.7 nm equal wa
length distance to which the intensity gradual
systematically decreases to the redshift direction with a c
stant wavelength value. In our other experiments~i.e., the
five-period vertically stacked QDs with undoped GaAs lay
instead of the Si-doped GaAs layer!, the phase-change spli
ting of the QD ground state was not observed. The h
valence ground state has not split due to hole coupling we
ness and heavier masses.9 Of course, the observation of th
quantum dephase splitting of the electron ground state se
as a macroscopic confirmation of some fundamental po
lates of quantum mechanics. This question to which
phase-change splitting produces a lowest energy distribu

FIG. 2. Normal size PL spectra. The wetting layer~WL! ground state tran-
sition (Ewl-Hwl) is centered near 900 nm~1.38 eV!, and the excited-state
interband transition (Eex–Hex) is centered at 976 nm~1.27 eV! while the
ground state transition (Eqd-Hqd) is centered near 1041 nm~1.19 eV!, to
which the forbidden transitions do not contribute to the PL spectrum.
temperatures of two curves are at 20 and at 60 K, the laser excitation p
is 25 mW, and 20 K peak distance of the ground state splitting is about
nm. The inset is an energy diagram of the phase change splitting of the
electron ground state.
Downloaded 11 Sep 2012 to 159.226.165.151. Redistribution subject to AIP
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is very complicated. The interaction between the loca
electrons in QDs and the delocated tunneling electrons is
strong confinement situation, and the calculation of
wave-function overlap to produce the many-body interact
is too complicated.

Deep level transient spectroscopy~DLTS! measurement
has been used to study the properties of quantum dots10,11

and the thermal emission from QDs can mask that from
deep levels in the DLTS data with an exponential dep
dence on emission energy.12 When the vertically stacked
InAs QDs are embedded in Al0.5Ga0.5As barrier, the capture
of carriers is caused by the tunneling effect through the h
barrier potential instead of that of direct injection.11,12 The
activation energies of electrons and holes in QDs are so la
that the DLTS peaks might be observed near ro
temperature,13 and the hole thermal emission in dot ca
match with the electron thermal emission. As a result, in
DLTS experiment, the peaks of electron and hole beco
narrow to produce a possibility of the separation of elect
and hole peaks~i.e., the positive signals corresponding
hole energy levels and the negative signals correspondin
electron energy levels, respectively!. Due to the huge capture
center of QDs, the emission ofEl2 antisite donor deep leve
and DX center are ‘‘eaten’’ by electron and hole emissi
peaks.

The DLTS measurement is made using a 1 MHz capa
tance meter, a pulse generator, a temperature controller, a
computer. The mean voltage is22 V, the pulse voltage is 1
V, the pulse hold time is 1 ms, and the rate windowst12t2 is
0.2–0.6 ms for the sample with the normal size dots. T
temperature of the samples is cooled down below 90 K us
liquid nitrogen heated until 400 K. Due to the lack o
phonons, the relaxation in QDs is significantly slowed so t
the discrete levels might be directly observed in Fig. 3 of
DLTS measurement. This is a consequence of the increa
thermal escape of the carriers from the dots, and electr
and holes would be emitted from the wetting layer~WL!
ground state, the QD excited state, and the QD ground s
to the barrier of the conduction and valence bands, resp
tively. The transition of PL peaks has a natural link to t
DLTS peaks. It is surprising that the energy distance ra
~i.e., between from the WL ground state to the excited st
and from the excited state to the QD ground state! in PL

e
er
.7
D

FIG. 3. Sample’s DLTS spectrum. The negative peaksEwl , Eex , andEqd

represent the electron discrete energy levels of the ground states of WL
first excited state, and the ground state of the QDs, respectively; the pos
peaksHwl , Hex , andHqd are the hole discrete energy levels of the grou
state of the WL, the first excited state, and the ground state of the Q
respectively.
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measurement completely corresponds to the distance
@i.e., between the central position~247 K of the Ewl–Hwl

transition! to the central position~286 K of the Eex–Hex

transition! and from the central position~286 K of the
Eex–Hex transition! to the central position~313 K of the
Ewl–Hwl transition!# in the DLTS spectrum. This result i
unanimous for a simple theoretical calculation, and we h
to recognize that the discrete levels really are ‘‘seen’’ by
DLTS spectrum. However, in the DLTS experiment, t
dephase splitting of the ground state is not observed to re
the different mechanism compared to PL recombination.

Figure 4 shows the PL spectra of the other sample w
the small size QDs. The stronger quantum confinemen
small size sample exploits intrinsic quantum mechanical c
relations. Due to stronger quantum confinement, the gro
state transition behaves a blueshift and becomes so st
that it splits into eight peaks with about 46.9 nm wavelen
value by the dephase splitting process. The fundamenta
quirement for the experimental realization of such propos

FIG. 4. The other PL spectra with the small size. Three peaks are
recombination of WL, QD excited state, and QD ground state. Temperat
of two curves are at 21 and at 60 K, the laser excitation power is 26 m
and the peak distance of the ground state splitting is about 46.9 nm.
inset is the energy diagram.
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is the successful generation. The many-body interaction
the abundant resonant tunneling electrons take place in
stronger confinement situation to enhance the phase-ch
splitting of such quantum-based phenomena.

The energy level structure and the relaxation mec
nisms significantly influence the carrier capture and emiss
processes. In certain circumstances, the strongly local
electrons in QDs are affected by many-body interaction
create a fascinating phase and make the ground state dep
splitting. In order to address these questions, PL spect
copy and DLTS are applied to the samples of InAs Q
which are vertically stacked in Al0.5Ga0.5As high potential
barrier. Due to their rich spectrum and discrete density
energy levels, vertically stacked QDs demonstrate a num
of unique material and optical properties that might find th
use in novel optoelectronic device applications.
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